8 The mowing basics
The turf type, the mower, the operator: all play vital roles in maintaining healthy grass, says Cornell University's Dr. Beth Baikan.
Jerry Roche

11 A mowing troubleshooter
Here are some typical mowing problems—starting with inconsistent cut and continuing through engine problems—and how you can solve them.
Robert L. Tracinski

16 LM Reports: Coated fertilizers
Manufacturers rely on polymers to improve and, in some cases, eliminate sulfur coating.
Ron Hall

18 Watch out for OSHA citations
Mary Malotke of TechneTrain discusses the most common OSHA violations and how you can avoid getting cited by OSHA inspectors. Also: a hazardous substances checklist.
Jerry Roche

22 Surviving crises
Employees can be a source of strength when the company goes through an unfortunate turn of events.
Ed Wandtke

24 Chipper/shredder maintenance
'It can't happen to me,' you say? Chipper/shredder accidents do happen to landscape and tree care specialists who don't follow the rules.
James E. Guyette

30 Athletic field expectations
The groundkeeper must listen to views from many sources and focus on the issues, not the emotions.
Jesse Cuevas

36 Disease control '93
Disease control measures for landscape managers in warm-season areas come from North Carolina State University. Also: a summary of cool-season disease control tactics.
Leon Lucas, Ph.D.

48 Solving algal scum problems
Drainage and chemical controls are the keys to these problems on golf greens, says Carolina Country Club super Bob Rogers.

52 Making the sale
Until a customer signs the check, you really don't have a customer: this is Bio Green's philosophy in northern Virginia.
Ron Hall
54 The good, the bad, the ugly

Doing only what the customer expects, even if you do it well, will get your company a grade of ‘C’ from that customer.

Ron Hall

59 Scientists waver on 2,4-D

Relationship of herbicide, cancer is ‘weakly suggestive’ and ‘weakly possible.’ Report due this summer.

Ron Hall
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